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1. INTRODUCTION

Dependability is all the concepts (Reliability, Availability, Maintainability, and

Safety) which are used to characterize the capabilities of a product to operate, to be

repaired, and to not cause damage to objects or persons.

PSAs (Probabilistic Safety Assessments) are a particular means of assessing the level

of safety of hazardous installations.

The purpose of this communication is to show that although it is still an emerging

concept within EDF projects, the introduction of methods for taking account of

dependability in design can be very useful at improving the safety of plants by, for

example, establishing the link between operating feedback on one hand, and

maintenance and operating policy on the other.

Moreover, we will try to identify the links between an approach that is often used

qualitatively (dependability) and a procedure that in practice is very much oriented

towards quantification (PSA), as well as the questions that are still being asked about

the introduction of dependability into major design projects.

Finally, we will extend our thinking on the insertion of dependability (and PSA) into

design work to consideration of human factors in these projects. All too often kept

apart, the technical and human aspects of design projects do have common

characteristics: participation in safety and ease of operation of power plants, need for

sufficiently early insertion in order to obtain pertinent results, etc.
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2. REMINDER OF THE MAIN PROBLEMS

2.1 Context

Historically speaking, dependability concepts are derived from reliability and safety

activities, two activities which do not have the same objectives: the former set out to

show the aptitude of a product to remain in service or be put back into service

(reliability, maintainability, availability), and the latter are aimed at demonstrating

the product's harmlessness. These activities are often carried out by different teams of

specialists who work completely separately. But both have led up to the development

of identical probabilistic methods for assessing risks, in as far as in both fields it has

been found to be impossible to qualitatively demonstrate the total absence of

contingencies.

We are now seeing increasing integration of dependability studies (qualitative

analyses and quantitative assessments) in design projects. This integration results

from three factors: the need to present safety-substantiation files in order to obtain

authorization to operate; the increased complexity of the projects; and the need to

better formalize relationships between those concerned.

The presentation of safety-substantiation files corresponds to the conventional

activity of safety. Qualitative and quantitative demonstrations are prepared by the

design teams to prove to an authority that the construction arrangements result in an

appreciable reduction in the risks involved. There is danger analysis to identify

undesirable events, and risk assessment to forecast the frequency and seriousness of

potential accidents. PSAs in nuclear power plants are performed within this

framework.

Furthermore, increasingly fine adaptation of products to economic constraints results

in increased complexity of projects. Designers seek to minimize the ownership cost,

which includes consideration not just of construction costs, but also running and

maintenance costs. To do so, they need indicators which enable them to choose

between different technological solutions. Adoption of and empirical enhancement of

previous solutions is no longer good enough. Operating feedback is systematically

analyzed and its data is used where the knowledge of some experts reaches its limits,

thanks to the construction and operation of models which make it possible to

presumptively assess the relevance of the envisaged solutions. EDF is conducting an

approach of this type in the CIDEM project described in Chapter 3.
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Finally, the relationships between the Owner, the Main Contractor, and other

contractors change. Not being able to acquire a detailed appreciation of all the stages

of the project from the inside, the Owner and Main Contractor implement means of

acquiring a sufficiently good level of knowledge of the work of manufacturers:

• organization and structuration of activities: at his own level, each person is

positioned relative to the project,

specification of objectives: type of services the products ordered must provide,

performance in terms of time, or expected dependability,

• qualification of products within a quality assurance policy: verification of the

procedures applied by manufacturers and matching of products to

requirements.

This formalization of relations occurs as much in the field of safety as in the field of

reliability. That is why dependability specialists are more and more often associated

with design teams. Their role is to define and organize dependability tasks for all

phases in the lifecycle of the product, to specify objectives for suppliers and

subcontractors, and to validate the files that substantiate the dependability of the

technological solutions proposed by the manufacturers.

Use of PSA in the design of nuclear power plants is envisaged within this evolutive

context. With our current knowledge, this perspective poses two types of problems:

• the first problems concern the possibility of adapting dependability analysis

techniques to design, regardless of the aptitude to be characterized (reliability,

maintainability, availability, or safety),

• the second problems are specific to the assessment of safety indicators because

of the great difficulty of this type of study.

2.2 Problems posed by the integration of dependability analyses into design

The integration of dependability studies into design studies is not really compatible

with the conventional reliabilistic approach based on analysis of the equipment

components of which the product is made: one would need the results of the entire

design in order to assess the objectives to be assigned to subassemblies. This creates

a paradoxical situation where the utility and feasibility of dependability studies

oppose each other. To eliminate (at least partially) the paradox, dependability
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specialists adopt a "system" approach in addition to the conventional "equipment-

item" approach.

The "system" approach consists of analyzing the service that the product must render

and the conditions of impairment of that service. Functional analysis is used in the

initial phase of the study to define the mission, i.e. the expected service, and the

functions that participate in its accomplishment. It makes it possible to build a model

of interrelated entities called the "system". Each entity contributes to the

accomplishment of one or more functions and can itself be considered to be a system

and broken down at a finer level. This incremental approach is pursued to the level of

detail where the technological choice of a hardware or software structure can be

made. This sort of descending approach, going from the general to the particular, is

interesting in several respects:

• it facilitates the comparison of the dependability of products using different

technological solutions but which render the same service,

• it improves the exhaustivity of dependability studies, for it considers the

product from a point of view which makes it possible to structure its

analysis,

• it is well adapted to an evolution in the fineness of the design (this of course

presupposes that designers use it),

• it simplifies the analysis of failure modes of components that it situates in

their environment and whose functions it defines.

The "system" approach is also interesting in that it broadens the field of

dependability studies beyond the product itself and integrates its users. It is a socio-

technical system which is then considered, and which can be studied using methods

derived from ergonomics, for man-machine relations, or from the discipline of

dependability, for the product itself.

Definition of a "system" approach makes it possible to at least partially raise the

paradox induced by the use of dependability indicators in making design choices.

However, its application poses some practical problems:

• adaptation of operating feedback to produce data compatible with the

functional breakdown. Operating feedback is in fact centred on equipment
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failures. It has to be organized in order to be applied to the functions

performed by the equipment.

• organization of relations between design activities and dependability analysis

activities: role of the persons involved (who does functional analysis?) and

sequencing of operations {how and when should dependability studies be

done?). These last points are critical, for they reveal the need to see the

performance of dependability studies not as specific tasks but as constituent

parts of a project.

Finally, it does not totally raise the doubt concerning the robustness of indicators

used when there is an appreciable evolution of the new concept relative to the

existing solution.

2.3 Problems specifically related to the use of safety indicators (PSA)

Since PSAs have to be produced as part of the substantiation file for obtaining

operating authorization from the safety authorities, it is interesting to envisage using

them to guide design choices, especially since this is a means of getting the most

from what is a major investment.

The first task is to analyze the potential contribution this type of study could make to

a project. Safety is an aspect of quality. For a nuclear power plant, it is the most

important one, but it is not the only one. Other examples are availability or running

costs, maintainability, etc. Design work is supposed to find a trade-off between these

different factors, to make multi-criteria choices. These trade-offs are conventionally

based on the experience of designers who generally adopt options which have proved

themselves in operational plants or, possibly modify them after a qualitative analysis.

In the preceding paragraph it is stated that the current trend is to define reliability,

availability, or maintainability criteria and to quantitatively assess indicators

associated with these criteria by making use of operating feedback. This approach is

justified for economic reasons, but is it acceptable in the field of safety? Wouldn't it

be better, when dealing with safety systems, to retain the current situation where

design is controlled by deterministic rales and where PSAs are used as a

complement, only to substantiate claims?

A "wait-and-see" attitude could be supported by thinking on the limits of PSA:

exhaustivity (has nothing preponderant been forgotten?), level of precision (do the

detail of the models, simplifying calculation assumptions, and uncertainties on data
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correspond to the degree of fineness required for the risk indicator obtained?), and

meaning of results (how do you interpret probabilities which are both very slight -

inaccessible with operating feedback - and representative of risks averaged over a

period of time or over a set of similar power plants?). Are these limits compatible

with a utilization aimed at providing indicators in a decision-making context? This

question is seen to be all the more critical when some phenomena which might be

overlooked in a conservative demonstration have to be integrated to analyze the

impact that streamlining of a procedure and/or modification of a system, for example,

could have on risk. What does this mean in terms of the risk of explosion of the size

of models? In more general terms, how do you take account of the bias introduced

by models and the uncertainties about data when comparing technical or

organizational solutions?

Lastly, the use of PSAs runs up against the paradox of having to take the most

critical decisions at the start of the project, relying on the most fragile indicators.

This paradox is a general one, as has been seen, and is all the more of a problem for

safety studies in which the "system" approach is much less structuring: this approach

is based on a functional breakdown which gives little information for the

construction of accident scenarios since these scenarios depend very much on the

technological choices adopted, contrary to the service functions of the product. Under

these conditions, is it possible to use a safety indicator obtained in the preliminary

design phase? As the project proceeds, couldn't "fine-tuning" of the arrangement of

two competitive systems reverse the conclusions of a preliminary study? If so, on the

basis of what criterion can a system be eliminated in the pre-design phase? As a

result, should one await a certain stabilization of the operating assumptions before

undertaking a PSA? But then how useful is it to designers?

In reference to this series of questions we are going to examine the situation of

dependability studies, and particularly PSA in EDF design projects.
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3. POSITION OF EDF RELATIVE TO THIS TOPIC

3.1 Practice and objective

Until now we have stressed what is at stake and the problems posed by integration of

dependability in a design project: but what do we actually do? In practice we are still

a long way from this integration which we consider so desirable, but which is

difficult to achieve. Standard EDF practice consists of evaluating indicators one by

one, in accordance with specific identified needs, often independently of design

projects. The only coherent long-term procedure applied to date is PSA. However,

the purpose of this approach is more one of substantiation than construction, since it

is currently applied outside the design phase in order to prepare the safety file.

Our work on instrumentation and control systems is a good illustration of this

problem. We have been approached to assess the dependability of safety systems

within the framework of PSAs. These assessments are performed post hoc, on

systems that have already been built, and which in some cases are already operating.

The situation raises problems of objectives and of methods.

The objectives we were set correspond to availability studies. It is a matter of

assessing the conditional probability of non-transmission of safety-action commands.

Now we all know that in this sort of system, reliability and availability work against

each other: redundant systems in parallel increase the probability of transmitting a

command, but also of issuing unwarranted commands, and series systems have the

opposite effect. Both types of failures change the safety of the process controlled

(and also its availability). Manufacturers therefore adopt more complex

arrangements, or alternate redundancies. What is really at stake in dependability

assessments is consequently the provision of indicators for optimizing the system

architecture. This presupposes that one produces during and not after design.

Assessment methods are themselves problematical. It is in fact necessary to

introduce simplifying assumptions in order to perform indicator calculations: you

have to choose what is modelled (function analyzed, level of detail) and add

independence assumptions. These decisions should normally influence the design of

the product: a given independence assumption must be accompanied by a

construction arrangement which guarantees it. Post hoc involvement of a reliability

specialist does not make it possible to introduce this interaction sufficiently early.

Yet this sort of interaction is considered to be vital for ensuring the quality of the

results one obtains.
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But does this mean that our dependability work is restricted to work on request, with

no common ground other than the use of probabilistic calculations? By no means; we

undertake research and development to build procedures, methods, and support tools

which will make it possible to integrate dependability assessments in projects. For it

would be incoherent to recommend the use of real-time indicators for which we do

not have rapid means of operational assessment. But this construction cannot be built

up from nothing. That is why we organize this research work along three lines: work

"upline" (development of qualitative and quantitative methods), more practical

"downstream" work (results of special studies, methodological guides or tools, use of

Operating Feedback), and thinking on the organizational framework to be set up.

Our studies on instrumentation and control systems are also representative of this

approach. We are trying to automate the calculation method we used in assessments

done for PSA. This thinking is accompanied by a reinforcement of contacts with the

team in charge of following-up the design of the system studied. We want to specify

which criteria are of use in design choices and provide technical support during

relations with manufacturers, whereas previously this team was only called on to

provide the information necessary for the construction of models. In addition, more

general thinking has been undertaken with all the research groups working on

instrumentation and control in order to define methodological guides which can

subsequently be used to implement a "system" approach for this type of arrangement.

However, despite efforts to appreciate the entirety of the problem, the difference

between practice and the situation we are trying to arrive at is still a big one. We

have to be able to describe this situation in order to justify the work done and to

guide our thinking. That is why we have sketched out a general diagram of the

process implemented in design projects. This diagram was drawn up from

bibliographical studies, analysis of current practice in other industries, and reflection

on our own studies which it can put in perspective. We describe it in the next

paragraph.

3.2 Proposed general procedure for integrating dependability into design
projects

Schematically, we consider that the sequence of operations (or the project lifecycle)

is structured as four steps: preliminary studies, functional specifications, design, and

construction.
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The preliminary studies set out to define the major options that will be adopted. They

are based on analysis of the existing situation: diagnosis of the advantages and

disadvantages of the solutions used in operational power plants, in terms of both

equipment on one hand and operation and maintenance on the other. Systematic

utilization of operating feedback reveals points of weakness as well as satisfactory

practice and positive aspects to be renewed in the future system.

Functional specifications are aimed at preparing the work of subcontractors, by

formalizing the needs revealed by the preliminary studies. The main functions and

performances expected of these functions are defined. The main sub-systems are

specified, together with their functions and expected performance.

Design determines the technical solutions that will be implemented during

construction. Design and construction activities are often sub-contracted. This is why

a qualification process is set up to validate the options adopted by manufacturers and

to check the quality of their products.

It can therefore be seen that there are two processes within a project: an active

process which results in the provision of the product and its support aspects

(documentation, maintenance programme, spares) and a reactive process which is

based on technical facts to orient (and sometimes re-orient) the progress of the active

process (Figure 1). The reactive process has three main retroaction loops:

• analysis of technical facts for construction and operation; this serves to orient

the preliminary studies,

• analysis of the design; this serves to validate the technological choices

relative to the need expressed in the functional specification,

• analysis of construction; this checks (generally in experimental fashion) that

the product provided conforms with the design file.

The two processes are piloted by project management activities in the case of the

active process, and by quality assurance in the case of the reactive process.

Relative to this general diagram, dependability specialists fulfil four assignments in a

design project:

• they allocate dependability objectives within the framework of the active

process,
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they assess the dependability of technical choices within the framework of

the reactive process,

they manage dependability activities (dependability programme, follow-up

of manufacturers' files),

they prepare the safety files presented to the authorities in order to obtain

authorization for operation, by performing PSAs for example.
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Functional
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Figure 1 - Activities in design projects

We have said that the current status of dependability analysis as practised by EDF

was far from the situation we have just described. However, the use of dependability

indicators as design support is emerging: drawing up of standard functional

specifications to define reliability and availability objectives in instrumentation and

control projects; but above all, for power plants, implementation of the CIDEM

approach which is presented in the next paragraph.
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3.3 Presentation of studies for integrating dependability in the design of
power plants

The CIDEM1 approach is intended to minimize the discounted average production

cost which integrates the investment, running costs, and fuel costs. This optimization

takes account of the constraints revealed by operating feedback from French and

foreign power plants, including safety constraints. CIDEM covers four main topics:

control of unscheduled and exceptional unavailability, control of scheduled

unavailability, dosimetry, and preventive maintenance.

The aim of the project is twofold: from a methodological point of view, to identify

the methods, approaches, and support tools that should be used, and, from an

applicative point of view, to analyze contributions and to survey the difficulties

associated with the approach. The first application of CIDEM is centred on the

project for the future REP 2000 PWR, but it could be applied to other plants,

particularly in respect of its methodological aspects.

The progress of the REP 2000 PWR project (preliminary design phase) puts the

approach in the period of preliminary studies, as presented in the flow chart in the

paragraph above. The situation therefore limits the possibilities of analysis to just

part of the scope of the study. Moreover, CIDEM is a recent approach: acquired

knowledge is therefore restricted and not necessarily definitive (may be modified).

Conception Integrant la Disponibilite, le retour d'Experience et la Maintenance - Design
Integrating Availability, Feedback, and Maintenance
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Figure 2 - Principle of the CIDEM approach

The approach consists of a review of design options proposed by the REP 2000 PWR

design team. This review involves an analysis structure produced by a system

approach (Figure 2). Starting from general objectives for the unit, particular

objectives are allocated to the various sub-systems for the aspects of scheduled

unavailability, maintenance, dosimetry, and unscheduled and exceptional

unavailability. The consequences of each option are examined in accordance with

these objectives.

Examination of an option consists of assessing criteria associated with each

objective on the basis of data from operating feedback.

These criteria (like for example the reliability of an option for a mission) are assessed

thanks to the creation of indicators (in the example mentioned: the probability of

occurrence of loss of the mission).
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Examination of the option serves to identify the elements that are critical in terms of

the objective.

Three different cases can be envisaged:

1) There is no critical element and the option is adopted.

2) There are critical elements which can be enhanced. The components whose

performance is insufficient relative to the functions they are to provide in

the sub-system are analyzed. Thought is given to the matter to either modify

the maintenance policy or to redesign the sub-system (introduction of

redundancy) or the component itself. In the latter case, the system approach

is reiterated on the component to be redesigned.

3) Critical elements cannot be enhanced at an acceptable cost. It is then

necessary to reallocate objectives, which introduces a retroaction loop in the

analysis process.

The indicators developed during examination of the various options are not all

reliabilistic (dosimetry indicators) or even probabilistic (scheduled unavailability

indicators). However, they do all require use of a system approach such as that

described in paragraph 2.2.

As regards reliabilistic indicators (reliability, maintainability, availability), research

is carried out along two lines:

• definition of allocation methods so that the objectives set for the power plant

can be broken down to sub-system level, and

• development of assessment methods to identify the corrective action to be

carried out at sub-system level.

Allocation of objectives is based on four components: operating feedback data

gathered at the level to which objectives are being allocated; an objective to be

achieved at a more macroscopic level; a model for linking between the two levels;

and an evolution strategy. For dependability criteria, the link model, generally a

series type model, is provided by the functional breakdown. The most critical point is

the definition of the evolution strategy which can vary from equal distribution of the

objective to minimization of owning costs. The results obtained vary widely in

accordance with this strategy. Several allocation methods taking account of the
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various possible strategies are currently being studied, but for the moment we do not

have an operational solution.

The particular case of the development of unscheduled unavailability indicators has

resulted in use of an automatic method for construction of fault trees based on

formal representation of the systems studied. A component model library (valves,

check valves, pipework, pumps, etc.) is associated with a graphic editor. The

component models, which are represented by icons, are assembled to build a system

model which is itself run automatically to produce a fault tree. This method has three

advantages: it limits the need for reliabilistic expertise; it enhances the traceability of

assumptions; and it simplifies updating of the system models. These three points are

felt to be very important in an iterative design procedure. Thought is being given to

extending this method to reconfigurable systems like electrical systems. The problem

of assessment is then more complex, for the gradual evolution of the configurations

of the system studied has to be modelled.

To sum up, the integration of previsional dependability assessment techniques into

the design of power plants is a subject of research and development for EDF. It is

essentially their contribution in the preliminary study period which is explored,

within the scope of the CIDEM approach. In paragraph 3.1. we mentioned that other

work is also in progress: this concerns the functional specification and qualification

of instrumentation and control systems. We hope to be able to converge these

different aspects when the CIDEM project goes from the preliminary study phase to

the phases of specification and then design and construction.

3.4 Taking account of safety

In the general context presented above arises the somewhat particular question of the

integration of safety constraints during design. Can use of quantitative safety

indicators be envisaged to make design choices? Can these indicators be produced by

PSA? Our answer to these questions is affirmative, but needs to be modulated in

accordance with the progress of the project.

In the preliminary study period (the phase in which the CIDEM approach is currently

applied) the only PSAs available are those produced in the past for existing power

plants. Simplified models from these PSAs can produce quantitative objectives for

safety-related sub-systems, and the design options for these sub-systems can be

assessed in terms of these objectives. The studies we have carried out on this topic
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have shown the technical feasibility of this procedure: accident scenarios replace the

functional breakdown for building allocation models, and it is always possible to

assess the reliability or the availability of a sub-system. However, these models are

not very reliable for the reasons outlined in paragraph 2.3. Thus, assessment of

design options presupposes that the arrangements analyzed have a minimum content

which gives the indicators obtained a certain robustness relative to the fineness of the

description of the systems. Now this content is difficult to define. Moreover, being

based on the results of an existing PSA, this approach can have a tendency to

"bypass" the system approach, which can give rise to some incoherence between the

two points of view. This is why we consider it preferable, at this stage, to use the

functional breakdown for a preliminary risk study in order to identify safety-related

constraints. These constraints are then characterized in terms of frequency and

seriousness by experts using the existing PSAs to rank the problems. From this semi-

quantitative thinking one fixes the safety objectives allocated to the sub-systems and

defines the minimum content of the arrangements studied. This approach is more

coherent with the system approach, but is not implemented in the CIDEM project.

Therefore we cannot give an opinion on its feasibility or on its restrictions.

In subsequent phases of the project, and particularly at the start of the design.phase, it

will be possible to build a specific PSA. It would be advisable for it to accompany

the project with an iterative approach:

• being updated as design choices are made, it will make it possible to verify

the overall risk by introducing accident scenarios,

• from that moment, periodical reviews will reorient the project in accordance

with the results of this verification.

The constraints imposed by the iterative use of a living PSA must be analyzed. In

particular, we feel that the use of formal models similar to those we use in the

CIDEM project (and which were initially built to produce the EPS 1300 PSA) to

describe systems is a prerequisite for the success of this approach, for reasons of

rigour and traceability of assumptions. This is a research field which remains to be

explored.

To conclude this paragraph, we would like to stress two points.

Firstly, we feel that the great deal of work EDF has devoted to building PSAs is

centred on the PSA product itself. Innovative methods have been developed (formal

models, dynamic processing of sequential systems) and original subjects have been
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examined (study of long-term effects of accidents). This work was only very recently

accompanied by thinking on the context for using PSAs, despite the fact that, as we

feel, this influences both the construction and the very form of the product (refer to

the communication on Topic 1 of this seminar: PSA methodology). The importance

of this first point is reinforced by the studies we are carrying out on dependability.

This void is all the more regrettable for PSA being a privileged support for thinking

on the means to be implemented to enhance protection strategies by acting either on

material architecture or on operating procedures.

Secondly, we feel it is important to extend thinking on the insertion of dependability

(and PSA) into design projects to that of consideration of the human factor in these

projects (§ 3.5.1.). The technical and human aspects of design projects are all too

often separated, yet they have common characteristics: their effect on safety and the

ease of operation of power plants, the need for sufficiently early insertion in order to

obtain pertinent results, etc.

Furthermore, it will be shown (§ 3.5.2.) that making use of the complementarity of

these approaches makes it possible to go further in using PSA results for design

choices.

3.5 Taking account of the human factor in design

3.5.1 Contribution of a global approach

The use of a global approach in design should make it possible to define all the

functions necessary for a system for fulfil its missions, by including staff

interventions for control or maintenance.

This more complete view includes consideration of the human factor; in particular it

makes it possible to:

• specify all the functions of the Man-Machine System (MMS), those

associated with elementary actions that can be performed by man or by

machine as well as those which correspond to the performance of complex

procedures requiring solving a problem or the construction of long-term

strategies for which the role of the human operator is still preponderant, and

lastly, those which require man-machine co-operation,
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• explicitly define the role of operators, not by default once the broad technical

choices have been made; this means an explicit decision can be made relative

to the level of automation, and particularly that the distribution of man-

machine tasks can be specified on the basis of arguments other than just

technical feasibility.

We feel that taking account of the human factor right from the outset of the first

design phases is a factor in the enhancement of safety, for it makes it possible to:

• increase the capacity for identification of risk situations by anticipating cases

where operators might be put in situations where they cannot perform the

prescribed task because of their capacities (which in this case are exceeded)

or because of the means made available to them (which in this case are ill-

adapted);

• increase sources of enhancement by having a more realistic vision of the

operation of MMS (which goes beyond tasks to take account of actual

activity and conditions of performance) and by envisaging design solutions

which tackle the causes of human error.

With this in mind, the model of the operator which must be introduced into the

analysis is richer than that conventionally used by designers or by human reliability

specialists within PSA; consequently:

• it is necessary to enrich "input-output" type modelization centred on "all-or-

nothing" detection of the answer given to the prescribed task where the

causes of errors are not systematically identified and where the reasoning of

operators is kept opaque in a "black box";

• it is also necessary to enrich the vision of human reliability with a more

thorough model of the man-machine interaction situation where error is also

seen as "the indicator of ill-matching between the characteristics of the

situation and the limits of man's cognitive operation" (de Keyser, 1989). This

enriched vision shows that to reduce human errors one must consider man-

machine interaction (and therefore the complete MMS).

With this vision, a greater number of risk factors are identified; they can then be

studied or not, taken into account in the design, or not, as the case may be, but this

time the decision is made with full knowledge of the situation.
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Enrichment of the MMS model presupposes that knowledge of technical components

is complemented with knowledge about operators and man-machine interaction; in

particular, information concerning the following must be obtained:

• the physiological and cognitive characteristics of operators, as well as the

organization of their work,

• actual work conditions (assignments, call duty/constraints) and the suitability

of interfaces (in the broad sense of work tools) between the technical system

and the operators concerned (knowledge and knowhow), considering all

levels of man-machine interaction: information systems, automatic systems,

but also control and maintenance support resources and organizational

aspects.

All this knowledge comes from two sources: some knowledge is general, derived

from a body of theoretical knowledge or standards, and other knowledge concerns

the situation of the work concerned, being derived from analysis of the existing

situation and reference situations (situations similar to the one to be set up).

The problem is then one of gathering this knowledge and knowing how and when to

integrate it into the design process. Taking the four-step arrangement shown in

paragraph 3.1 for the construction process of a power plant, one can envisage five

possible integration points for analysis of the role of operators:

• During preliminary studies, by setting up a diagnosis of control and

maintenance of existing systems, and by using the diagnosis to determine

design limits for human intervention in the future system, together with the

conditions under which human intervention is to take place (operating and

maintenance conditions for example). This is an important principle: any

design must start from operating feedback (if possible systematically drawn

up during operation).

• During the specification phase, by participation in the definition of the

missions of the future MMS so that all the functions controlled by the

man/machine couple are considered. During the specification phase, the

contribution concerning the human factor must be based on a prognostic of

what the future control/maintenance situation will be. Ergonomics, which in

principle is based on analysis of reality, is then confronted with a difficulty

that it tries to overcome by falling back on so-called reference situations.
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• For the specification of each function, by characterization of the role of

operators relative to automatic systems and supports, and definition of the

tools to be provided so that operators can fulfil these roles. This is done by

setting up a breadboarding/prototyping approach with the direct involvement

of operators as actors in the design process.

• At the moment of design, by providing criteria to guide design and qualify the

product designed.

• At the end of construction, by final evaluation of the finished product, on a

lifesize simulator or after installation on site.

This consideration of the role of operators is more global and more qualitative than

that conventionally used in PSA. It does not oppose the more restrictive view of

human factor models introduced into PSA. On the contrary, as is shown below, it can

use the global accident model that a PSA constitutes to initiate more far-reaching

studies on the subjects that, in light of PSA results, appear to be the most critical.

3.5.2 Example of application

A spot study was carried out as part of the REP 2000 PWR in order to provide a

contribution to the definition of the future level of automation. This study was

performed during the preliminary studies of the project. It consisted of analyzing

operating feedback on existing plants, and especially on risk situations. Two sources

of information were used for this:

• the results of a previous PSA (1300 MW) which made it possible to target

the situations which are still sensitive in terms of safety,

• qualitative analysis of some of these sensitive situations, on a lifesize

simulator, with the crews of nuclear power plants.

Through this twofold approach we benefited from the complementarity of reliability

and ergonomics.

In concrete terms, our approach consisted in taking from the preponderant PSA

sequences those for which the "weight of the human factor" was greatest, and then

simulating situations which correspond to these sequences in order to make a detailed

analysis of the control activity.

In global terms the results obtained show that the twofold approach used means:
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• it is possible to identify the elements of man-machine interaction which

contribute to the weight of the human factor in these accident sequences:

double constraint situation requiring a risk-inducing tradeoff, absence of

means of predicting the evolution of the central parameter, procedure giving

preference to action, to the detriment of strategy, etc.

• it is possible to envisage solutions other than purely technical ones,

proposing alternatives with full automation of safety injection: presentation

associated with different parameters for cross control, support tool for

calculation of some indicators, causal and functional representation of the

status of (part of) the plant concerned.

For us this study constitutes a first attempt at developing an ergonomic approach

aimed at safety objectives as part of a design project.

3.5.3 Lessons learnt

There are still two major methodological difficulties at the centre of consideration of

human factors in design.

Design ergonomics runs up against the same type of paradox as dependability: the

sooner the ergonomic aspect takes place in the design process, the more efficient but

the less well founded it is, and the later it takes place, the better founded it is, but it is

less efficient (Pinsky and Theureau, 1984).

Ergonomics also has to manage a tradeoff between the qualitative nature of the data

gathered and of the man-machine model used and their representativity.

Apart from these difficulties, the study presented has clearly shown the interest of a

complementary approach combining reliability and ergonomics for the improvement

of control situations.

Finally, at EDF, it can be seen that ergonomics is involved in the earliest phases of

design, but only in restricted projects; on the other hand, for large control system

projects, for the moment ergonomics is involved only in the final validation phases.

Is it desirable - as we feel it is - for human factors to be taken into account from the

very outset of the design of these large systems? What can be learnt from experience

with large projects outside the nuclear industry?
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4. CONCLUSION

Contrary to other fields concerning PSAs, where studies and thinking have been

deepened, the topic broached in this communication has remained emergent:

• assessment of dependability characteristics in the design phase of a power

plant is not standard practice, but is the subject of research and development

work within the CIDEM approach,

• the link between PSA and dependability characteristics of the systems is not

studied in terms of design-specific problems: PSA is still a substantiation-

oriented tool,

• the place and role of ergonomics in the design process, and therefore of

relations between PSA and analysis of the mission of operators, remain to be

defined accurately.

However, some conclusions can be drawn from the work done:

• To be able to integrate dependability criteria in design, you have to build up

a specific approach. The CIDEM project should demonstrate the feasibility

of this approach, illustrate its interest, and specify its limits.

• The construction of indicators associated with dependability criteria requires

use of a system approach based on functional analysis to attenuate the effects

of the paradox which involves using the most fragile indicators at the start of

the project in order to make the most important decisions.

• Safety indicators produced by PSA pose the same problems as other

indicators, but in more acute fashion since they benefit less from the

structuring character of functional analysis, since this analysis gives no

information on accident sequences. Under these conditions, their validity

decreases all the more as design choices differ from the reference.

Because of this, we consider it advisable, right at the start of design, to use the same

system approach for safety criteria as for other dependability criteria, but

complemented by a preliminary study of risk in order to set the objectives for safety

systems. The models of a previous PSA and its results (figures) would then serve as a

support for the thinking of experts using a semi-quantitative approach to allocate

these objectives. We consider this approach to be preferable to an allocation

produced from a simplified model derived from a previous PSA. The preliminary
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analysis of risk would furthermore make it possible to initiate the production of a

new PSA which would be updated as the project progressed, and which would be

used to reorient it.

Finally, we wish to stress the fact that the qualitative aspect of PSA can give much

support to the thinking of designers. Thus, the study of the activity of operators in an

accident situation where the human factor is deemed to be preponderant in terms of

safety, has revealed the contribution of a PSA in identifying the most critical

conditions which should be used as analysis support. Ergonomics is based on the

results of the PSA to target experimental studies on simulators.

These very general conclusions leave open-ended three fundamental questions

dealing with the utility, the type, and the implementation of integration of previsional

studies in design.

• Do designers consider that it is worth taking account of dependability

indicators to guide their design choices, knowing the limits of the indicators,

on one hand, and on the other hand, knowing that taking this into account has

an effect on the accomplishment of their work? The same question can be

asked about the work of ergonomists for integrating the human factor right

from the start of design.

• The system approach that we recommend and which is based on functional

analysis from a qualitative point of view and on allocation of objectives from

a quantitative point of view, has not yet been applied and has therefore not

proved itself in the fields in which EDF designers work. Is it possible to

better define it, to determine its exact limits, or even to rebuild it on the basis

of experience in fields other than our own?

• Finally, the content of dependability studies and ergonomic studies will have

to be modified relative to our conventional assessments. Are there new

ergonomic methods that can be applied? For example, should we

systematically build formal models of the systems and make them live with

the design project (this is what we recommend for PSAs)? To sum up, should

we make our work as ergonomists and reliability specialists evolve so that it

adapts to the evolutive nature of this new context, and if so, how?
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APPENDIX 1

EXAMPLE OF MODELIZATION OF
AN INSTRUMENTATION & CONTROL SYSTEM
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This appendix briefly presents the technical problems posed by probabilistic
assessment of the availability of safety-related Instrumentation & Control systems in
nuclear power plants. The example chosen is the core I&C system (CO3) of the N4
series.

1. SYSTEM MISSION

The system mission is to produce and issue reactor-trip commands under critical
operation conditions (about 20 conditions to be envisaged).

(other mission: produce and issue safeguard orders).

2. AIM OF THE STUDY

The aim of the study is to assess the probability of a reactor trip order not being
issued despite the fact that issuance conditions have been fulfilled. This aim is
erroneously called a safety objective since issuance of the reactor trip order
contributes to the safety of the reactor. For the CO3 system, the aim is an availability
objective, i.e. one assesses the conditional probability of operation of the CO3
system at a given moment, when it is in a condition when it should issue an order.

3. SYSTEM LIMITS

Sensors, the I&C system proper, and actuators (see Figure 1) are taken into account.
The level of detail adopted corresponds to units (boards or sets of boards) fulfilling a
design function (acquisition, processing, gate function, etc.). To present the general
characteristics of the study, this appendix is restricted to just part of the analysis (see
Figure 1).

The sub-system adopted consists of (Figure 2):

2 sets of redundant sensors (C \, C2),

2 redundant UATPs2, each consisting of:

• an active acquisition unit and a semi-active unit which steps in
automatically in the event of failure of the active unit,

• two functional units, each processing the signal from a sensor,

Protection, Processing, and Acquisition Units
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the input of a UTP3 which consists of:

. conditional gates on the signals from the redundant UATPs (OR gate for
correct operation),

. a gate on signals from the conditional gates (AND gate for correct
operation).

In functional terms, the subsystem puts out 2 stop signals, S1 and S2 (one main
signal, one permissive signal), which must be present for the information to be
transmitted by the AND gate.

4. COMPONENT FAILURES

It is assumed that the gates are failsafe. The other units can be in three different
statuses:

• correct operating status (Bj)

• detected-failure status, inhibition status (l[)

• undetected-failure status, masking status (Mj)

The inhibition status of a component affects the corresponding OR gate: a signal
transmitted through an inhibited component is not taken into account by the OR gate,
but the redundant signal is considered. If the two redundant signals each go through
an inhibited component, the OR gate imposes a "correct operation" output (issues a
trip instruction).

Protection and Processing Unit
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5. MODELIZATIONS THAT CAN BE ENVISAGED

Three types of models can be built:

• Models for Monte-Carlo simulation

These models require no additional assumption. Their disadvantage is the number of
simulations that have to be carried out to obtain a reliable result. The probabilities
looked for are about 10"4. They correspond to a sum of probabilities of elementary
events of about 10-5. To approximate them correctly, around 100 elementary events
would have to be observed, involving about 107 simulations for a single calculation
condition (of which there are 20). This approach was the one adopted initially. Part
of the model was simulated (4 UATPs with a single signal per UATP) with 200,000
case histories (insufficient to obtain a representative result). The simulation lasted
10 hours. Extrapolation would extend the duration of the study to about 20 days per
calculation condition. This time could certainly be improved, but there are other
problems: insufficient memory, and above all, difficulty finding the main
contributors to the probability calculated (sensitivity studies of exactly the same
length as the initial study would have to be made).

• Status graphs

Assuming that the system changes in random fashion, in accordance with a uniform
Markov process (constant failure and repair rates), it is considered to be possible to
quantify a graph representing all the accessible statuses and the transitions between
them. The subsystem adopted has 12 components, each of which has 3 possible
statuses (B, M, I). The graph of the subsystem would have 312 , i.e. approximately
500,000 statuses. The limit size of practically quantifiable graphs is about
5000 statuses. Even if status-aggregation techniques, the principles of which are
known but whose tools are not operational (or even under development), were to be
used, we are still a long way from taking account of the entire CO3 system.

• Structural models

These models combine instantaneous probabilities and are based on assumptions of
independence or exclusivity of random events (for it is necessary to be able to assess
P (AnB)) . These structural models are the only ones that can be reasonably
envisaged for systems of the size of CO3. However, they do not allow everything to
be taken into account. When the events are dependent but non-exclusive, the
probability of the intersection can only be assessed by means of Monte Carlo
simulation or status graphs. The use of a structural approach therefore requires
presumptive assessment of the probabilities of failure of macro-components which
bring together components whose failure and repair are dependent but not exclusive.
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6. PRINCIPLE OF THE CO3 MODEL

The CO3 model is therefore a structural one. It is based on initial assessment, by
means of status graphs, of the status probabilities of certain macro-components.
Thus, in the example, the probabilities of the different statuses (B, M, I) of the two
redundant UAs4 are calculated by the graph shown in Figure 3. Once these
probabilities are known, the relationship between the Boolean variables representing
the statuses of the components (or macro-components) is determined. This
relationship could be a fault tree if each component had only two statuses, B and M.
The introduction of detected failures (I statuses) complicates the problem.

a) Construction of the model

Combinations of binary variables are used for each set of components:

• at unit level (indexed i), the relationship is:

where B, M, and I are exclusive binary variables.

at segment level (input to the OR gate), the relationship is:

Ms is calculated bearing in mind the fact that, in terms of correct operation,
the units behave like a series system and that, in terms of the inhibiting
detected failure, they behave like a parallel system:

at signal level (output from the OR gate), only two statuses can be
envisaged: correct operation (issuance of an instruction) or incorrect
operation (masking undetected failure):

MSI + BSI = (BS1 + MS1 + I s l) (BS2 + MS2 + IS2)

The operating rules of the OR gate when it comes to the inhibiting detected
failure mean that the following result is obtained:

Acquisition Units
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MSI = M S1 ( M S2 +

The formulas for BSx, MSx, and ISx make it possible to explain MSI and BSI

in accordance with Bj5 M;, and I,,

at chain level (output from the AND gate) there are also two statuses:

B c + M c = (BSI1 + MSI1) (BSI2 + MSI2)

Mc= 1 - BSI1BSI2

B c and M c are thus expressed in accordance with Bi5 Mj, and Ij.

b) Probabilistic Assessment

Since the variable M c is binary, its mathematical expectancy is the same as its
probability of being equal to 1, i.e. the probability of non-transmission of the reactor-
trip instruction:

E(MC) = 0(1 - P(MC = 1)) + 1P(MC - 1) = P(MC = 1)

It therefore suffices to assess the mathematical expectancy of the binary expression to
obtain a probabilistic relationship. The mathematical expectancy is distributed under
the sign "sum of but not under the sign "product of, unless the variables are
independent. This explains the need to build the model from independent units, and
consequently to presumptively assess certain probabilities with status graphs.

7. DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED

There are two difficulties in CO3 type studies:

• the first is linked to the possibility of finding independent or exclusive basic
events. In the particular case of CO3, structural modelization is possible
only because it can be said that a "segment" (see paragraph 6.a) is a series
system for correct operation and a parallel system for inhibiting detected
failures. If masking undetected failures could block the inhibition order,
construction of the model would be much more complicated.

• the second is linked to the complexity of the system. Here the word
"complexity" should be given its etymological meaning of "interleaving".
This means that in CO3 it is not possible to study the system with several
levels of detail without introducing additional assumptions which are not at
all easy to substantiate. It is not possible to define several levels of
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imbricated macro-components which are subject to failures in accordance
with independence or exclusivity assumptions. For the subsystem of the
example, there are two causes for this:
- the role of the inhibiting detected failures on the operation of the OR

gates,
- the existence of modules common to several levels.

This complexity of the model is linked to the design of the system. Questions might
be asked about the actual gain this interleaving provides in terms of dependability,
relative to the difficulty (or even impossibility) of previsional assessment of
dependability.

8. FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

Manual assessment of the CO3 model requires additional assumptions to be
introduced. In the example, the assumptions (which have been validated) involved
bracketing the probability of there being a masking failure on a chain by two values
obtained by decoupling the segments. This situation is in keeping with the data
available, but could be unacceptable for other data. It is therefore necessary to try to
overcome this restriction. There are two possible channels:

- automate the assessment, which would allow for exact expression of the
probability (if the construction of a structural model can be envisaged, of
course),

- oblige designers to apply design rules allowing step-by-step and ranked
assessment of their systems. One of the main difficulties is to define these
rules while taking account of the problems raised by the use of software.
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FIGURE 1: Schematic diagram of the structure of the CO3 DIPS
used for reactor trip
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FIGURE 2
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FIGURE 3 : Generic modelization of 2 UAs
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APPENDIX 2

EXAMPLE OF A FORMAL MODEL

OF THE THERMOHYDRAULIC SYSTEM
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This appendix presents a feasibility analysis of availability studies by means of semi-
automatic production of fault trees. This analysis was performed as part of the
CIDEM approach, with a view to controlling the fortuitous unavailability of
1300 MW power stations. More precisely, the purpose of this appendix is to see if it
is possible, using the EXPRESS knowledge base previously used for Probabilistic
Safety Assessments, to obtain the same results as the study performed manually by
Westinghouse who analyzed the impact of dysfunctions within the steam-generator
feedwater system on the unavailability of the unit.

1. STUDY PROCEDURE

This feasibility study consisted, on one hand, in using EXPRESS to produce the fault
trees corresponding to certain undesirable events in some phases of the operation of
the steam-generator feedwater system, as considered by Westinghouse, and on the
other hand, in quantifying the minimum cutsets obtained. The Westinghouse study
thus constitutes an initial reference for testing the validity of the semi-automatic
method used.

The undesirable events in the unit adopted for this study are:

• reactor trip,
• reduced power,
• inability to start-up,
• forced outage.

The generation of trees with this semi-automatic method, and their comparison with
those presented by Westinghouse should confirm the technical feasibility, the
interest, the rapidity, and the traceability of the semi-automatic method relative to the
manual method.

At the same time, in order to give more specific details on the different aspects of the
feasibility of the method, we undertook the following studies:

• an alternative to the "start-up" study of Westinghouse,
• a study of the sensitivity of the system architecture by adding a train to the

APP* system.

Refer to glossary for terms marked with asterisks.
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2. SYSTEM STUDIED

As for the Westinghouse study, the system modelized is limited by the two tanks
(ARE* and ASG*) on one side, and by the four steam generators on the other. The
power supplies, air control systems, the steam circuit upline of the turbines, and the
high-pressure heaters, as well as the instrumentation and control system, were not
modelized.

The system layout acquired with the EXPRESS knowledge base is presented in
Figure 1. All the components of this system are assumed to be repairable.

3. TOOLS USED

• EXPRESS: this tool is designed to produce fault trees taking account of
thermohydraulic components, their power supplies, and their I&C systems.

It consists of a generic section (knowledge base) containing information on the
systems, their components, failure modes, and behaviour of components. This
information can be used from one study to another. EXPRESS also includes a
special section for acquiring information specific to the system studied (its
condition, the type of dysfunction being analyzed, assumptions on
thermohydraulic operation, etc.).

• PHAMISS: this program is used to quantify the cutsets of a fault tree as might
be produced by EXPRESS for example. In particular, on the basis of the
probabilistic parameters associated with component failures, it calculates the
overall unavailability of the system and the importance of the minimum cutsets
(i.e. their contribution to that unavailability).

4. MODELLING METHOD

The undesirable event is studied in several steps:

• graphic acquisition of the system with EXPRESS,

• identification and modelization with EXPRESS of the undesirable event at
the level of the system which leads to the undesirable event at unit level,

• choice of operating assumptions and of the status of the system, in
accordance with the undesirable event, the descriptive files, and the
assumptions adopted by Westinghouse,

• acquisition of the specific part concerning these assumptions, using the tools
available in EXPRESS ("configuration", "manual rules", etc.), and
component failure-rates,
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automatic production of the qualitative fault tree by EXPRESS, without
consideration of repair times, which are not taken into account by the
knowledge base,

consideration of repair times by means of a "parameters" file,

quantification with the PHAMISS program.

5. RECONSTRUCTION OF THE WESTINGHOUSE "TRIP" TREE

The undesirable event at system level which causes reactor trip is the loss of
feedwater supply to at least one steam generator.

The power plant initially operates at its nominal regime, under ARE*.

The problems encountered when modelling this dysfunction are essentially linked to
the operating assumptions adopted by Westinghouse: they are difficult to identify
because of the lack of traceability of the manual study, and they are debatable in
terms of physical reality.

However, the aim of our study is not to analyze the exactitude of these assumptions,
but to consider the Westinghouse results as a reference allowing us to reach a
conclusion as to the feasibility of the semi-automatic method.

If these same assumptions are used, overall we obtain the same minimum cutsets and
very similar degrees of importance, which tends to demonstrate the technical
feasibility of the method used.

6. RECONSTRUCTION OF THE WESTINGHOUSE "REDUCED-
POWER OPERATION" TREE

The undesirable event at system level which causes reduced-power operation of the
reactor, after operation at the nominal regime, is defined by Westinghouse as loss of
one of the two turbine-driven feedwater pumps. However, study of the Westinghouse
results appears to show that the undesirable event is brought about by loss of an
APP* train or an AHP* train.

Overall we found the same results as the Westinghouse study. However, it would
have been advisable to modelize more components of the APP* system which has a
preponderant role here. Furthermore, it would be interesting to understand why the
Westinghouse study includes minimum cutsets which are already found in the tree
for reactor trip, and to ask about the meaning of the minimum cutsets for this
undesirable event.
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7. RECONSTRUCTION OF THE WESTINGHOUSE "INABILITY TO
START-UP" TREE

In principle this too concerns the loss of feedwater supply to at least one steam
generator, but this time the reactor startup phase is considered, i.e. only the ASG*
system is operating.

The Westinghouse assumptions for ASG* operation were also difficult to appreciate,
particularly with respect to the number of pumps required to start the unit and the
common modes (failures affecting several components).

However, we found results similar to those of Westinghouse, apart from a few
exceptions.

8. STUDY OF THE WESTINGHOUSE "FORCED OUTAGE" TREE

Forced reactor outage is shutdown caused by the operator after certain failures on the
APP*, AHP\ ARE*, and ASG* systems which, while not preventing unit operation,
put it in a situation where there are risks of accidents occurring.

We did not produce a fault tree or obtain quantitative results because of the
impossibility for the tools used to take account of the operating technical
specifications for the availability studies featured in the Westinghouse report.

9. ALTERNATIVE STUDY: START-UP

To carry out a more-realistic study in connection with startup, we re-performed the
"inability to start-up" study with an additional consideration at component level:
failure on component startup.

The purpose of this study was essentially to assess the impact of these failures, but it
also provided information on the interest and rapidity of the method.

10. SENSITIVITY STUDY

Since manual methods are not easily adaptable to changes to the systems of operating
assumptions, we added an APP* train to better judge the interest of the semi-
automatic method used.

Thus, even though the quantitative results obtained for this modified system turned
out to be of little interest, the study did demonstrate the rapidity and simplicity with
which the method takes modifications into account.
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11. CONCLUSION

The "trip", "reduced power", and "inability to start-up" studies showed that, using the
EXPRESS knowledge base and the PHAMISS software, it is possible to obtain the
same results as Westinghouse, which tends to prove the technical feasibility of the
semi-automatic method.

However, these three studies, and particularly the "startup" and "sensitivity" studies,
also demonstrate the interest of the method, relative to a manual approach, in terms
of the rapidity and simplicity of use, as well as traceability of operating and
modelization assumptions.

Nevertheless, the shortcomings of EXPRESS when it comes to modelling operating
technical specifications do not make it possible to deal with all the problems. It is
therefore necessary to envisage using a tool that would be better adapted to
availability studies.

GLOSSARY

APP Turbine-driven feedwater pump system

ARE Feedwater flow control system

ASG Auxiliary feedwater system

TPA Turbine-driven feedwater pumps

AHP High pressure feedwater heater system
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The first step for helping to define the future distribution of man-machine tasks was
considered to be operating feedback on the existing situation, and particularly on risk
situations.

Two sources of information were used for this:

- the results of Probabilistic Safety Assessments (PSA) which made it
possible to target the situations which are still safety-sensitive,

- qualitative analysis of certain sensitive situations on a life-size simulator,
with the crews of nuclear power plants.

Through this double approach we hoped to benefit from the complementarity of
reliability and ergonomics.

In concrete terms, our approach consisted of choosing from the preponderant
sequences those for which the "human factor" was the most important, and then
simulating the situations corresponding to those sequences in order to perform
detailed analysis.

Here we will discuss only the first situation we analyzed.

This situation enabled us to study two crucial operator interventions on the Safety
Injection (SI) automatic engineered safety system. If necessary, SI starts up
automatically while the reactor is operating. But whatever the status of the reactor,
shutdown and fresh startup of this system are controlled manually. For certain reactor
statuses in which the automatic system is inhibited (by design), startup is also left
entirely to the initiative of the control crew.

The situation simulated involves a small Loss of Coolant Accident (on the circuit
involving control of the nuclear reactor) for which the operators must perform the
following operations (very roughly):

- start-up SI when the saturation margin (temperature difference until boiling
point of water in the primary cooling circuit) is too small, by using a first
instruction;

- stop SI when the margin becomes satisfactory again, by using a second
instruction;

- start-up SI again if the margin drops again, while retaining the second
instruction.

The results of the PSAs showed that these operator actions are among the
preponderant sequences that can lead to core melt.

In connection with our research into automation, we were interested in the role of
operators in difficult safety-related situations, and therefore in the pertinence and
robustness of the aids they are given to fulfil this role. We therefore defined a
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scenario which comprises a cumulation of haphazard events implying drift of the
displayed saturation margin, i.e. the central indicator for reactor operation.

This scenario involved an evolutive LOCA, with a 15-minute loss of the saturation-
margin indicator, followed by drift of the indicator.

The procedure adopted to study this accident is based on two methods. Data is
gathered by autocomparison; the accident was then reconstituted and analyzed using
the fault-tree method. The interest of the latter method is that it constitutes a tool
with three uses:

- for analysis of the available data: it is based on an inductive approach based
on simple and exhaustive questioning: "What had to happen for this event to
occur? Is it necessary? Is it sufficient?". Starting from the final event, by
reconstituting the sequence of events and their context of occurrence
(technical, organizational, temporal, etc. characteristics of the situation), it is
possible to trace behaviour back to the original factors such as design
principles or reasoning,

- for representation of data: the model used is that of a diagram which simply
and unequivocally links events to events preceding them,

- for investigation aimed at finding solutions to the problems identified: the
tree built is then used as a support for finding solutions. Working back from
the roots of the tree, for each event one has to ask "What must be done to
prevent it?".

We do not give details of the analysis of the simulated situation here. We present the
main results by means of fault trees, in order to demonstrate all the factors that made
management of the accident difficult in the simulation. We feel that these factors
help better understand the failures of human actions.

First of all, it is important to note that the accident was controlled by the crew (two
operators and an operations engineer). Nevertheless, they did have some difficulties
which required them to stop Safety Injection a little too soon on two occasions (so-
called unwarranted shutdown) (Figure 1).
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Figure 1 - General sequence of the simulated accident

When the strategies underlying the two instructions that the operators have to use
are examined, one can see some paradoxes. Whereas the operators are confronted
with an accident, the design principle requires them to lock out the engineered safety
system, Safety Injection. In this situation, where the scope of operation of the
automatic systems is restricted, everything is in the hands of the operators, who are
required to make decisions that are of capital importance in terms of safety. We are
faced with one of the "ironies" mentioned by Bainbridge.

If we now examine the first "unwarranted" shutdown, we can see that the operators
find themselves in a dual-constraint situation. They must put the SI into operation,
but not for too long, or the pressurizer might be overloaded, resulting in another
LOCA. The operators therefore have to manage a risk tradeoff: they have to accept
loading the valves a little in order to keep the SI operating long enough. In the
situation simulated, we feel that this perception of the risk of another LOCA made it
more difficult to detect the drift of the saturation margin indicator: since the operators
want to eliminate this risk, they do not question the value of the indicator (although it
drifts) because, precisely, it is moving in the direction compatible with shutdown of
the SI.

This dual-constraint situation seems to have been accentuated by the absence of
anticipation of evolution of the saturation margin indicator. This oversight by the
operators made it even more difficult to detect drift of the indicator.

The first "unwarranted" shutdown of the SI is described in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 - Simplified fault tree corresponding to the first
"unwarranted" shutdown of SI by the operators

For the second "unwarranted" shutdown the operators had realized that the saturation
margin indicator was giving a false reading. They then had to calculate this indicator
"manually". To do so they used a graph (on paper) called the "sock". This graph
represents reactor status against pressure and instantaneous temperature. The "sock"
is used in normal operating conditions, for transients, in order to go from shutdown
to nominal operating conditions (and vice versa).

As a tool available in the event of loss of the saturation margin indicator, the "sock",
in its current form, is not a particularly well adapted means of calculation for
accident situations. In particular, it was seen that it was not easy to trace the lines: an
error of one grid in reading the pressure or temperature could mean a difference of
several degrees in the supposed saturation margin. It might be wondered if this is not
a portrayal of an unfavourable effect of automation on the work of operators: the lack
of practice at this sort of calculation - before doing it with the "sock" - together with
the absence of a calculation support really adapted to the case of unavailability of the
indicator, represents an error factor whose consequences can be seen in the
simulation.

The second "unwarranted" shutdown of the SI is described in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 - Simplified fault tree corresponding to the second
"unwarranted" shutdown of SI by the operators

For us, these results show that overall, regardless of the level of automation chosen,
from the point of view of safety it is crucial to verify that the tools available will
indeed allow the operators to fulfil the role they have been given.

We consider that the qualitative analysis carried out gives better understanding of the
reasons why, in some situations, operator actions are deemed to be safety-sensitive. It
can be seen that the procedure we have applied combines what Leplat (1985) calls
"assessment of reliability by errors and assessment of reliability by its conditions":
we analyzed accident situations and tried to specify their internal and external
conditions.
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